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ABSTRACT
A senior in the Mechanical Engineering Technology Department at Central Washington University
made it her goal to have her culminating project be something that benefits people in need. Having a
fascination in prosthetics, it became the main focus of her project. As children suffer the most in
technological advancement of medical devices, the focus group of the project became young girls
between the ages 9 and 14.
E-NABLE is a non-profit organization that is a leader in helping young children get access to bodypowered prosthetics for relatively cheap. Some of the designs were made for simplicity in functionality,
thus the focus of the project was to expand on the capabilities the prosthetic devices offered. Their most
popular design, the Raptor Reloaded, was selected for modification. The design as it currently stands,
has a hinged-joint wrist design, which limits rotational motion of the wrist. Thus, the goal of this project
was to re-design their prosthetic to include rotational motion without sacrificing grip strength, while also
increasing mounting adaptability to varying types of arm sizes. This means modifying the gauntlet and
palm joint to be a ball and socket rather than hinged-joint. Success of this project is measured by
movement in 3 axis planes, grip strength, and attachment to different children’s arms.
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INTRODUCTION
In a world filled with opportunity, there are some who are held back from grasping its full potential.
Although prosthetics have increasingly become a more dominant field of study, the actual design and
capabilities of them are continually needing to be refined. Due to that fact, multifunctioning prosthetics
are costly and have limited adaptation. With the current market being the way it is, children suffer the
most.

“The industry acknowledges medical devices designed specifically for children often
lag five years to 10 years behind new technology for adults, and Food and Drug
Administration statistics illustrate the disparity. In 2013, eight of the 38 novel or
higher-risk devices FDA approved were labeled for use by patients younger than 22.
In 2014, six of 33 such device approvals were for pediatric use; so were two devices
for rare disorders allowed to sell under a special fast-tracking program.”
-

Lauran Neergaard [1]

It is important that children have access to a prosthetic that can work well for them. It helps them
build more confidence in themselves and allows them to be capable of the basic functions that everyone
else has. In ignoring this problem, society limits its growth by denying the comfort of those who need it.
But since amputee children are constantly growing/developing, it is hard for them to have access to the
help they need when the current prosthetic options are inflexible and costly. Non-profit organizations,
such as e-NABLE, have recognized this problem and have created a community of people willing to 3D
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print basic prosthesis for the children in need at lesser expenses. In order to do this, they have to
sacrifice a range of capabilities in the prostheses and the kinds of children who can use them. Those
kinds of prostheses tend to be body-powered, so there are requirements for what kind of amputation can
accommodate the designs. Specifically, to their Raptor Reloaded design, it only accommodates hand
amputations where the wrist and some of the palm is still existent. The prosthetic can only perform
flexion and extension of the wrist and no rotation. There have been reported issues with finished
prosthetics being incapable of comfortably attaching to the child’s arm due to slight deviations from true
measurements. It is for this reason that I aim to re-design and construct an affordable prosthetic from the
e-NABLE archive and modify it to be adaptable to the growth of a child and to have more degrees of
freedom.

Motivation
The primary motivation for this project is the fact that it is a necessity for some people in this
society that are not receiving as much support as they need. The quote from Lauran Neergaard in the
previous section is a prime example for the motivations behind this project. In a society that prizes
themselves on their technological advances, it would appear that there is an age requirement to being
able to enjoy those benefits. The purpose of this project is to aid children between the ages 9 and 14 with
a prosthetic hand that is designed to accommodate them more thoroughly. It shows the children that they
do matter to society and that they do not have to “deal” with their discomfort until they are old enough
to have access to something better.
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Function Statement
The modified Raptor Reloaded prosthetic arm should be capable of attaching to a child’s arm,
grasping objects, having more degrees of freedom in the wrist, and being adjustable without reducing
the grip force.

Requirements
•

Must be able to grip and lift 1 lbs

•

Must be adjustable within 2 in. in the mounting piece

•

Cost must be no more than $500

•

Material used is 3D printer plastics

•

Internal rotation of the wrist must be 20 degrees

•

External rotation of the wrist must be 30 degrees

•

Must be able to attach to 95% of children between the ages 9 and 14

Engineering Merit
The majority of this project is making use of CAD skills to modify the prosthetic arm to meet
new specs. The program used to design the original prosthetic was Fusion 360 which is a free software.
This program will be converted for use in SolidWorks. Analysis of the prosthetic arm will require the
usage of statics, dynamics, interference analysis, and trigonometry.
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Scope of Effort
This project is conducted solo and is in conjunction with the goals of the e-NABLE organization.
The Raptor Reloaded is a design constructed by e-NABLE and will be modified to have more degrees of
freedom and flexible mounting without reducing its grip capacity.

Success Criteria
The success of the prosthetic will be judged based on the ease of use by the child. The mounting
portion of the device should be able to attach to any child’s arm from ages 9 to 14. The wrist should be
able to rotate and return to its normal position without any complications. The prosthetic arm should still
be able to lift at least .75 lbs (roughly the weight of a can of soda) without crushing the object or
breaking the prosthetic arm.

DESIGN AND ANALYSES
Approach
The primary approach for this project is based on knowledge gained from basic anatomy. There
are different types of joint connections within the body and they each serve a specific purpose. The
hinged-joint design allows for a range of motion in a linear fashion. Since the goal of this project is to
maintain the current motion, while including motion in other directions, a ball and socket joint design
was selected. The ball and socket joint allows for a range of motion on nearly every plan of motion,
depending on the connection between the two. In order to make this design work, the desired range of
motion needs to be calculated into the size, length, and connection of the ball and socket. All the design
and interference detection will take place in the SolidWorks software.
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Design Description
The image below is e-NABLE’s Raptor Reloaded prosthetic design. The main wrist and base of
the fingers are pinned joints. This allows the wrist and fingers to move in flexion and extension without
any rotation. The majority of the material is 3D printable plastics and the main attachment piece is a
strip of Velcro. The grip function of the hand occurs when the interconnected fishing wire tightens to
close the fingers into a ball. The elastic cords allow the fingers to return back to an extended state when
wrist relaxes.

The modified design will operate in the same way, the only difference is that the pinned wrist
joint will be connected in a press fit between the ball and socket. This will allow the wrist to internally
and externally rotate. The ability for wrist rotation also allows the grip of the hand to be modified. As the
tension is exerted on the fingers in different positions, the fingers can act a little more independently.

Benchmark
The benchmark for this project is the Raptor Reloaded by e-NABLE. In terms of body-powered
prosthesis they are one of the leaders in design. The quality of the new design will be deemed successful
as long as it meets all the standards of the Raptor Reloaded design and then surpassing it. The next level
of prosthetic design is myoelectric prosthetics. Since the design does not implement any use of
alternative power, the new design cannot be compared to the standards of those types of prosthetics.
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Performance Prediction
As there is no design restriction on the amount of rotation the wrist can undergo, there is an
expectation that the internal and external rotation of the wrist in the modified design will be on par with
normal biological function within a 2 degree difference. There are limitations for the flexion and the
extension of the device due to the tensioned lines along with the interaction of the socket on the palm
with the gauntlet. Thus, the flexion of the modified design will be sub-par to the original design.
However, the wrist can only flex so far in each device that the practical mechanical motion of each
design should be relatively close to each other. However, it is expected that they can differ at roughly 20
degrees in motion. Since it is the flexing capabilities that determines the grip strength of the device, it is
expected that the grip strength will be within .5 lb difference of each other.

Description of Analyses
In order to make the design work for the desired function, there are many aspects of the device
that need to be analyzed. The first is the interaction of the ball and socket joint. The width between the
two ball attachments on the wrist need to be such a length that it can easily fit children between the ages
of 9 and 14. The socket needs to be design in such a way that it allows the balls to fit inside without
slipping out while also have enough space to allow support material during printing, as the palm and
gauntlet will have to be printed as one unit. The length of the socket has to allow the wrist to rotate at no
more than 20 degrees internally and 30 degrees externally. Interference detection will be used to assess
how the socket interacts with the gauntlet, so that it can have as much unrestricted flexion and extension
motion as possible.
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Scope of Testing and Evaluation
In order to measure the capabilities of an adjustable mount, grip strength, and more degrees of
freedom, a variety of tests will be conducted. For the success of the adjustable mount, it would be testing
comfortable fit on a variety of children’s arms between the ages of 9 and 14. There will also be
interference detection in SolidWorks to assess any issues with the modified design in terms of mobility.
To assess the varying degrees of freedom, the new design will be flexed over measured planes to
indicate the amount of degrees of movement. The primary aspect to analyze closely is the freedom
involved with the rotation of the wrist.

Analyses

Major points of analysis for this project include the dimensions of the socket and ball, wear due
to friction between the two, interference in its mobility, and tensional forces in the fingers. All the major
calculations for the new design can be found in Appendix A. For the age range selected, the typical
circumference of the wrist ranges between 6.25 and 7 inches. The wrist width of a 10 year old girl was
approximately 2 inches and will be used as the typical wrist width for analysis purposes. Based on
normal biological function, the wrist is capable of an internal rotation of 20 degrees, an external rotation
of 30 degrees, a flexion of 75 degrees, and an extension of 70 degrees. Primarily for the design of the
ball and socket joint, the internal and external rotation is needed. In terms of interference in range of
motion, the flexion and extension values are needed. Most of the interference issues will be evaluated on
SolidWorks with their interference detection tool. There was going to be more analysis done on the
friction wear in the joints and tensional forces of all the fingers, but the project was set back nearly 4
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months due to concerning health issues. Thus, the modifications in design took priority over analyzing
the effects of the new design before manufacture.

Device Aesthetics
The shape of the device was determined to make it look more “human-like”. However, there is
an aspect of the arm that also highlights the fact that it is not a replica of a human arm. The colors of the
prosthetic arm are a way to appeal to the desires of the child. It makes them aware that the arm is not
able to completely replace their missing hand completely, but it also gives them a sense of joy that they
could have something “cool” anyways. The superhero styles were especially more attractive designs to
young boys. The color selection of this design will be catered to the aesthetics of a young girl. As the
only color options available were black and white, the design became panda themed.

Device Assembly
The image below is representative for all the components that go into the prosthetic arm. The
fingers are comprised of a fingertip and proximal phalanx that are connected by finger pins. Each
complete finger is connected to the palm by knuckle and thumb pins. In the original design, the palm is
connected to the gauntlet with a wrist cap and wrist pin. The modified design will have the palm and
gauntlet printed as one body connected by the ball and socket. A tensioner slides into the gauntlet and
holds the tensioner pins. The tensioner is kept from sliding out by a retention clip on the end of the
device. The external attachment pieces include a foam pad in the palm, Velcro strips in the palm and the
gauntlet, 100 lb. braided fishing line threaded through the fingers and attached to the tensioner pins,
elastic cords threaded through the fingers and attached to the separation bar on the palm, and screws that
hold the tensioner pins in place.
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Tolerances
Main aspects of the design that would need tolerancing include the length of the socket and the
radius of the ball. The socket had to be designed within 2 degrees of its overall range of motion. By
having the socket extend further than the recommended biological range of motion, the device loses
performance capabilities in terms of interferences in the tensioned lines and can cause overextension of
the wrist in the child. The radius of the ball had to be roughly .025-.035 in. shorter than the necessary
dimension on each ball to allow for support material to keep the socket and ball from printing together.
This gives the ball more range of movement in the socket and reduces wear due to friction. It also
accommodates shifts in wrist diameter of various children.
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Technical Risk/Failure Mode Analysis, Safety Factors,
and Operation Limits
The primary risks involved with this design include the wear on the parts due to friction and
damage to due the willful nature of children. If the ball or socket is worn down due to friction, a coat of
any necessary film can easily be applied to the joint. As the tensioned lines in the hand are exposed, if
they are faced with sharp objects or repeated abrasions, they have the potential of being snapped.
However, they can easily be replaced. As most of the fingers are 3D printed separately, they too can be
easily replaced if exposed to too much damage. The hand is relatively sturdy, so it should be able to
withstand normal applications and may also be used in water.

METHODS AND CONSTRUCTION
Description
The original device was a composition of about 48 parts depending on what additional materials
are added for comfort and fit of the device. The new design will consist of 44 parts. This includes the 3D
printed body of the prosthetic and the additional comfort and fixture materials. These parts consist of
padding for the inside of the hand, Velcro attachment components, set screws, fishing line, and screws.
The parts that will stay consistent with the original design are the finger assemblies. The major
modification of the device includes changes in the body of the hand and the wrist attachment piece. It
will change from a pinned joint with restricted movement in the x and y plane to a ball and socket joint
with gained freedom x direction as well as axial rotation.
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Parts List and Labels
The necessary items needed for this project are listed in Appendix C. More than half of the items
needed for this project are 3D printed so the materials needed are from Stratasys, which is the company
that made the 3D printers that will be used during the construction phase of the project. The 3D printed
parts are designed to spec through SolidWorks, so it eliminates time searching for specific items. The
rest of the materials can all be purchased through Amazon and Ace Hardware. These includes the
comfort (foam padding) and tensioner items (fishing line, elastics, and screws). Brands are not really
important in the materials, but the composition, comfort, and price of the materials hold high importance
in the selection process.

Manufacturing Issues
As far as manufacturing issues go, the main potential problem is the durability and construction
of the prosthetic hand. This all plays in to the quality of the 3D printer used the kind of material that is
loaded in the machine, and how well the design was completed. Errors in design or lack of proper
materials could mean the reprinting of the hand or components of it. Because there are three locations on
campus of various capabilities, there should not be any problem finding one that can produce a
completed hand properly.

Assembly
Assembly of the hand included the main hand components and its attachments. The hand is
composed of a fingertip part attached to a phalange extension with finger pins. That assembly is then
connected to the palm piece by a knuckle pin. The palm is attached to a gauntlet fixture by a metal ball
and socket joint. The ball and socket will add a rotation about the wrist, but will limit side to side
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movement. The fit of the joint will be determined a Velcro strap located just below the joint. There is
another Velcro attachment towards the base of the gauntlet as its mounting fixture to the child’s arm.
The gauntlet also has tensioners and tensioner pins that attaches to the fishing line that threads to the tip
of the fingers; a retention clip holds it all together. For added comfort, a foam pad is added to the bottom
of the palm and grip tips are added to the fingers.

TESTING METHOD
There are two different tests that will be conducted: planar motion analysis and grip strength.

Introduction
Test 1: Planar Motion Analysis
The Raptor Reloaded prosthetic hand was modified with the intention that it could allow more
degrees of freedom in the wrist without sacrificing grip strength. It is expected to be more adaptable in
its mounting capabilities as well. In regards to the to the degrees of freedom, it should be capable of an
extension of 70 degrees and a flexion of 75 degrees, as well as an internal rotation (pronation) of 20
degrees and an external rotation (supination) of 30 degrees about the longitudinal axis in transverse
plane of the wrist. The transverse plane will be the cross-section of the wrist and the longitudinal axis is
one that goes straight through that cross-section. All motion references are assumed to be in anatomical
position. These requirements are what is considered normal range of movement for a fully functional
wrist. The motion of the wrist should not exceed the mentioned requirements as it demonstrates a
hyperextension/flexion/rotation of the natural capabilities. It is predicted that the modified design will be
able to achieve the desired rotational motions within 3 degrees of its maximum value. However, due to
design limitations, the motions achieved for flexion will most likely be around 20 degrees off of normal
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human function. To test the reliability of the motion, the hand will be subjected to the pre-mentioned
movements for 10 trials each motion. The duration of this testing is anticipated to take roughly an hour
to complete.

Test 2: Grip Strength
The main purpose of creating any prosthetic is to give the person involved a chance at having the
typical capabilities of normal biological functions. Hand prosthetics are typically made to allow people
the ability to grip objects. At this level of design, the grip strength can be counted as a success if it can
hold a ball or a can of soda. That means that the grip ideally could hold .75 lbs at the least. It is predicted
that the hand would be able to support up to 1 lb. To test the grip capabilities, the force of the fingers on
a scale at maximum wrist flexion will be analyzed. The hand will do this over 10 trials and will be
compared to the original design as it is subjected to the same test. The duration of this testing is
anticipated to take roughly an hour to complete (please see Gantt chart in appendix as a reference).

Method/Approach
Test 1: Planar Motion Analysis
Testing of the necessary motions does not require many outside sources. It can be completed
with 1 to 2 people as there only needs to be someone to position the prosthetic and measure the degree
of motion while another can record the reported valued. This can be conducted at any location, at any
time, and without any extra expense. Data recording will consist of a table with the testable motions,
their maximum range of motion, and space to allow for actual recorded values over the course of 10
trials. Measurements will be determined by a line that is drawn over the lines of actions (the longitudinal
axis) associated with each motion as the angle changes from rest as recorded by a protractor. The only
15 | P a g e
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limitations to the test would be how the wear on the material through frictional forces will hold up after
extended movement. The accuracy of the test will show based on how many times the movement will
perfectly match the listed values for normal range of motion. The precision of the prosthetic will be
determined by how often it can reach the value it produced over time, whether that be the accurate value
or one that is not. Graphs will then be made from the recorded values to see how motion of the
prosthetic varies over usage time.

Test 2: Grip Strength
For this test a block, scale, and a way to record data is needed. The grip strength was originally
going to be measured by a hand-held dynamometer, but the scale was much larger than what the grip of
the prosthetic can exert. Therefore, the scale approach was used instead. Since it is the flexion of the
hand that determines the strength of the fingers, this set up was meant to allow for maximum flexion of
the wrist in order to accomplish the task. This test can be conducted at any location as long as there is a
flat surface to test on. The limitation of the test is the measurement of maximum grip range, since the
hand is not capable of making a complete fist in this setup. However, it closely measure the amount of
force it would be able to take in order to get there. The accuracy of the test will be measured based on
how well it met my predicted value. The precision of the prosthetic will be determined by how
consistently it reached the same grip strength value over time. The gathered data will then be presented
graphically.
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Test Procedure
Test 1: Planar Motion Analysis
For this test, the prosthetic hand will undergo extension/flexion of the wrist along with internal
and external rotation wrist, resulting in 4 different types of motion. According to anatomical position,
the motions will occur in the sagittal (the plane that separate the body in to left and right halves) and
transverse plane respectively. Testing will take place on Tuesday, April 11, 2017, from 9-10pm at the
1891 Bistro at Central Washington University. In order to complete this test, a protractor, a marker, and
a computer for data entry will be necessary. The test will be conducted as follows:
Step 1: Take a marker and mark a line on the prosthetic hand on the locations where the line of action for
each motion will occur.
Step 2: Set a neutral point for the prosthetic orientation at “rest”. This will become the origin reference
point for motional analysis.
Step 3: Starting with extension, place the protractors center on the origin of the wrist joint.
Step 4: Rotate the wrist towards to posterior side of the frontal plane until it reached its maximum.
Step 5: Record the value.
Step 6: Allow the hand to return to rest position.
Step 7: Repeat steps 4-6 until all 10 data points are recorded.
Step 8: For Flexion, repeat steps 3-7, only rotate the wrist to the anterior side of the frontal plane until it
reached its maximum.
Step 9: For Internal rotation, mark an origin point on the palm.
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Step 10: Place the prosthetic hand flat on the table.
Step 11: Rotate the wrist internally until it reaches its maximum.
Step 12: Take the protractor and measure the angle of the rotated hand as the protractor lines up with the
origin made on the palm.
Step 13: Record the value.
Step 14: Allow hand to return to the rest position.
Step 15: Repeat steps 10-14 until all 10 data points are recorded.
Step 16: For external rotation, repeat steps, 10-15, only with the wrist rotating externally instead.
Step 17: Turn recorded values into usable graphs.
When conducting this experiment, one should be aware of possible safety factors. If the testing is
done while attached to a body, then concern for excessive movement of any joint beyond what is
considered normal should be taken care off. Hyperextension/flexion/rotation could result in muscle
sprains. If the testing is conducted without being attached to a body, then any kickback from extended
motion of the prosthetic should be regarded carefully. This could result in bruising (depending on how
hard the kickback was) or cuts (if the edges were to rough when it made contact with skin).

Test 2: Grip Strength
The test will take place on Wednesday, May 21, 2017, from 4-5pm at the Thermo/Fluids lab in
Hogue Hall at Central Washington University. A table was selected and set up with a scale and a block
that is a quarter of an inch taller than the scale. Both the original and modified prosthetic hands were
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present for testing as well. A pad of paper with a table sketched out for all 10 trials is created and ready
for data collection. The test will be conducted as follows:
Step 1: Take the original hand and place the palm on the block next to the scale
Step 2: Allow the fingers of the prosthetic to rest on the scale and zero out the scale
Step 3: Grip the palm in one hand and the gauntlet in the other
Step 4: Slowly apply force to the gauntlet until it flexes to its maximum point
Step 5: Record the value presented on the scale
Step 6: Allow the hand to return to rest position
Step 7: Repeat steps 4-6 until all 10 data points are recorded
Step 8: Remove the hand from the block and replace it with the modified prosthetic
Step 9: Repeat steps 2-7 for the modified prosthetic design
Step 10: Turn recorded values into usable graphs.
When conducting this experiment, one should be aware of possible safety factors. If the
prosthetic is forced to flex beyond its capabilities, the device can snap. When the device snaps, flying
parts or sharp edges can damage the skin if exposed.

Deliverables
Test 1: Planar Motion Analysis
The deliverables of this test should be a spreadsheet of recorded values, graphs of each motion
over extended trials, and calculated values on accuracy and precision of the actual data in comparison to
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the values listed for normal range of motion. The success of the test will be based on how low the
percentages of deviation from the expected values will be. The results of this test should be able to show
how closely the mechanical functions of the new prosthetic design mimics the mechanics of a fully
functioning hand. The main goal of designing prosthesis is always to bring back the same functionality
of any natural body part.

Test 2: Grip Strength
The deliverables of this test should be a spreadsheet of recorded values, graphs of the grip on
each hand over extended trials, and calculated values on accuracy and precision of the actual data in
comparison to the values listed for normal range of motion. The success of the test will be based on how
low the percentages of deviation from the expected values will be. The results of this test should be able
to show how closely the grip strength of the modified hand matches the grip strength of the original
design.

BUDGET/SCHEDULE/PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Proposed Budget
Aspects of the projects that would require costs include the 3D printable material, the mounting
pieces, and the comfort materials.

Part Suppliers
The 3D printable material will be provided by the different locations in the University that house
3D printers. All the rest of the necessary materials can be purchased for a decent price on Amazon.
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Outsourcing Rates
All components of this project can be done in house and do not need to be outsourced.

Labor
All labor will be completed by myself and does not require the use of outside labor.

Estimated/Actual Project Cost
The anticipated costs of the project are listed in Appendix D. The costs include the material for
the 3D printer and all the attachment pieces (elastic cord, fishing line, screws, foam padding, and
Velcro). The material cost for the 3D printer is $6 per cubic inch. The total amount of support and solid
material came to 19.71 cubic inches. This made the printing material easily the most expensive.
However, the Boeing donation was meant to cover that aspect of the project. Therefore, the rest of the
items will be out of pocket purchases. It was predicted that the Boeing funds would be roughly $100 and
out of pocket funds would be roughly $92, leading to a total cost of $192. The actual total was less than
the predicted by $3.93. Although it was less, the costing for 3D printing was higher than expected by
$18.26. The only other area that cost more than predicted was the price of the Velcro.

Funding
Funding for this project will be sustained by my own personal budget as well as funds from a
Boeing research fund.
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Proposed Schedule
The following schedule includes all the necessary tasks that need to be completed in order to
produce a final product. This means time of completion and deliverables will be noted.

Gantt Chart
Please view Appendix E as a reference for the created Gantt chart. The first month of the
schedule includes finalizing the necessary calculations to make the prosthetic hand function as needed.
This part was included in this section of the build phase, due to an extended loss of time in the design
phase due to health complications. The deliverables for the calculations include a minimum of 12 pages.
The second month of build include the cad modifications to the previous design. Primary modifications
will be done in the palm, gauntlet and tensioner aspects of the hand. Deliverables at the end of this phase
is a proper .stl file to be uploaded to a 3D printer. The last couple weeks of the build phase include the
printing and assembly of the finished hand. The deliverable at the end of that phase is the completed
modified prosthetic hand.

Specified Tasks
The Gantt chart contains 7 sections of specified task as listed below. The primary specified tasks
are listed as sub categories followed by letters based on priority of tasks needed to be finished in each
section. The goal for each task is also specified.
1

Calculations

1.A

Check Calcs

The goal of this is to finish outlining the specified
requirements for the modification and construction of the
hand
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Gauntlet

2.A

Modify side attachment
design

The side attachment is most likely a Velcro attachment for the
adjustment of the fit of the ball and socket joint. This means
incorporating slots in the design to do so.

2.B

Design socket

The socket will replace the hole from the original pin design.
This should be designed to allow a near 180 rotation around
the y-axis.

2.C

Modify tensioner slot

Due to the modified gauntlet and new knew dynamic motion,
the tensioners will have to be oriented slightly different to
accommodate that change.

3

Body

3.A

Design ball

The ball will most likely be a separate metal attachment to the
palm of the prosthetic, so the palm needs to be modified to
accommodate it.

3.B

Modify fishing line slots

Due to the new angle of twist the slots for the fishing line may
need to be modified to accommodate that change.

4
4.A

5
5.A
6

Materials
Order Materials

After all the modifications are done, the specific materials
needed can be selected. Although some materials are not
design dependent and may be ordered earlier.

Tensioner
Modify Tensioner

If the tensioner slot in the gauntlet was modified too greatly, the
tensioner pins/attachments need to be modified to fit.

Print

6.A

Print assembly

All the parts will be printed in one of the three locations on
campus. Printing should not exceed more than 24 hours.

6.B

Remove support material

After the printing is done, the parts need to soak in solution to
remove any support material.

7

Full assembly

7.A

Attach fingers

Finger attachments consist of the finger tips, proximal phalange,
and finger pins.
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7.B

Attach gauntlet

Gauntlet is placed next to the ball to ensure fit, but will not be
officially attached until it is on a person.

7.C

Attach tensioner

The tensioner pins should attach to the tensioner slots on the
gauntlet

7.D

Attach fishing line

Fishing line must be threaded through the fingers and into the
tensioner pins on the gauntlet.

7.E

Attach padding

Foam padding for comfort will be added to the inside of the
palm where the child’s hand will rest.

7.F

Attach velcro strips

The Velcro strips will be added to two locations on the
prosthetic: around the wrist section to secure the ball/socket joint
and around the base of the gauntlet for added mounting support.

7.G

Attach finger grips

The finger grips are optional attachments, but will be used to
increase the grip of the hand.

Task Deadlines
The following table lists the tasks again, but includes information on the expected deadlines for
each task. Please note that these are final deadlines and any task may be completed earlier.
1

Calculations

1.A

Check Calcs

2

January 30th (a 3.5 week duration)

Gauntlet

2.A

Modify side attachment
design

February 1 (a half week duration)

2.B

Design socket

February 8 (a week duration)

2.C

Modify tensioner slot

February 13 (a half week duration)

3

Body

3.A

Design ball

February 20 (a week duration)

3.B

Modify fishing line slots

February 27 (a week duration)

4

Materials
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February 27 (a day duration)

Tensioner

5.A
6

Modify Tensioner

March 1 (a half week duration)

Print

6.A

Print assembly

March 3 (a day duration)

6.B

Remove support material

March 3 (a day duration)

7

Full assembly

7.A

Attach fingers

March 6 (a day duration)

7.B

Attach gauntlet

March 6 (a day duration)

7.C

Attach tensioner

March 6 (a day duration)

7.D

Attach fishing line

March 6 (a day duration)

7.E

Attach padding

March 6 (a day duration)

7.F

Attach Velcro strips

March 6 (a day duration)

7.G

Attach finger grips

March 6 (a day duration)

Deliverables
The following chart displays the specified tasks and the anticipated deliverables by the
anticipated deadlines laid out previously.
1

Calculations

1.A

Check Calcs

2

Minimum 12 sheets of calculations

Gauntlet

2.A

Modify side attachment
design

A SolidWorks part file with only the modified side slot.

2.B

Design socket

A SolidWorks part file with the modified socket added.

2.C

Modify tensioner slot

A SolidWorks part file with the modified tensioner slot added.
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Body

3.A

Design ball

A SolidWorks part file with ball attachment added.

3.B

Modify fishing line slots

A SolidWorks part file with modified fishing line slots added.

4

Materials

4.A
5

Order Materials

Finger grips, Velcro strips, foam padding, metal balls, and
fishing line

Tensioner

5.A
6

Modify Tensioner

A SolidWorks part file with the modified tensioner pins.

Print

6.A

Print assembly

All components of the prosthetic hand.

6.B

Remove support material

All components of prosthetics hand without support material.

7

Full assembly

7.A

Attach fingers

5 individual fingers attached to palm.

7.B

Attach gauntlet

Whole prosthetic hand

7.C

Attach tensioner

Tensioner attached to fishing line

7.D

Attach fishing line

Fishing line threaded through fingers and tensioner attached
to tensioner slot in gauntlet.

7.E

Attach padding

Full hand with padding in the palm.

7.F

Attach velcro strips

Full Hand with mounting straps added.

7.G

Attach finger grips

Full hand with finger grips added.

Estimated/Actual Project Time
The following table lists the same specified tasks with estimated task completions times. Each
section will list total time for the whole task and the chart will conclude with the estimated total time for
the whole project. Any section with zero hours, means that the task did not need to be done.
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Calculations

24 hours

18 hours

1.A

Check Calcs

24 hours

18 hours

Gauntlet

18 hours

31 hours

2.A

Modify side attachment
design

5 hours

3 hours

2.B

Design socket

5 hours

28 hours

2.C

Modify tensioner slot

3 hours

0 hours

Body

10 hours

13 hours

3.A

Design ball

5 hours

13 hours

3.B

Modify fishing line slots

5 hours

0 hours

Materials

30 minutes

15 minutes

Order Materials

30 minutes

15 minutes

Tensioner

3 hours

0 hours

Modify Tensioner

3 hours

0 hrs

Print

14 hours

29 hours

6.A

Print assembly

12 hours

24 hours

6.B

Remove support material

2 hours

5 hours

7

Full assembly

1:57

8:20

7.A

Attach fingers

30 minutes

5 minutes

7.B

Attach gauntlet

1 minute

0 minutes

7.C

Attach tensioner

30 minutes

5 seconds

7.D

Attach fishing line

30 minutes

6 hours

7.E

Attach padding

15 minutes

45 minutes

7.F

Attach velcro strips

10 minutes

1.5 hours

7.G

Attach finger grips

1 minute

0 hours

71.45 hours

99.58 hours

2

3

4
4.A
5
5.A
6

Total Time:

E-Nable
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Project Management
The following sections discuss the ways in which the project will be completed. This includes
who will be working on the development of the project and any financial aspects that need to be covered
in regards to that.

Human Resources
For this project the only person involved in the design, manufacturing, and testing process of the
product will be myself.

Physical Resources
In order to complete the design process, computers with the SolidWorks program is necessary.
For the build phase of the project, it is preferable to have a 3D printer with varying colors of material.
For testing, hand dynamometers or varying weights will be necessary.

Soft Resources
The necessary software to complete this project include 2016 SolidWorks and the Catalyst
program that runs the 3D printers.

Financial Resources
The only financial resources available to support the necessary expenses of the project include
my own personal funds as well as funds from a Boeing donation.
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DISCUSSION
Design Evaluation
The modified design was able to operate well without any complications in terms of mobility
interferences. There were some issues in the design process that could be improved upon, before the
design goes public. One of the issues was the design of the ball. The gauntlet has a slight curve going
into the joint connection. The rotated boss feature for the ball was designed to rotate 180 degrees,
because it was an assumed flat surface. Because the design was not completely flat, there is a section of
the ball that is missing. This loss of material makes the ball more prone to shear and wear much quicker.
The second aspect that needs to be fixed is the mate of the palm and gauntlet. The mate was perfect
between the ball and socket for printing, but the design was scaled up after all the modifications were
made. This meant that the modifications did not change with the scale and would not update the mate
functions as well. In order to get the hand printed on time, it was placed as close to where it needed to be
as possible and was simply mated with a fixed mate. The eye-balling method did not do any harm to the
final product, but it is still better to be more accurate to what it needs to be. The final complication in the
design is that it needs to be able to flex more in order to be on par with the grip strength of the original
design. This means the interaction between the socket on the palm and the gauntlet in the flexed position
need to be altered.

Project Risk Analysis
As one of the problems stated in the previous section indicated a design error in the ball, that is
the primary risk of functional operation. If the ball is not properly secure it has an easier chance of being
sheared or worn out of the part. In this instance, the device is essentially unusable. It is the interaction
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between the ball and the socket that makes the whole device work. The only other risks of the project are
the damages due to use by children. Because, most of the external and more fragile pieces are linked as
separate parts, those can be much more easily replaced that the damaged done to the ball and socket.

Success
For the most part the design of the new prosthetic hand was a success. It was able to support a
minimum of 1 lbf and it was able to achieve full rotational function of the wrist. The only parts of the
design that would be less than successful, would be the fact that the grip strength of the modified design
was slightly less than the original design. One of the requirements was that it has more degrees of
freedom, but it does not sacrifice the grip strength in order to get there. In this case, it was not quite able
to get there. However, a maximum difference in strength of .07 lbf is not too dire of a situation. This can
easily be changed by altering the interaction of the socket on the palm and the gauntlet in its flexed
position.

Next Phase
The next phase of this project, after fixing all the current errors, would be to increase the grip
strength, the degree of it flexion, and its adaptability in fit on a larger age range of children. That is of
course the next phase in improving on the design. The more present next phase of this project, would be
to contact e-NABLE with the new design and have them make it available for children to use.
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CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the modified design is nearly ready to hit the market. All it would take is a few
changes to the issues presented in the design evaluation section of the report. The expectations of the
modified design was that it would be able to hold 1 lbs, keep the same grip strength as the current
design, be able to move more freely (such that it could be on par with normal biological function), and
be capable of mounting on a variety of children of varying ages. The specific age range for this project
were females between 9 and 14. The most prominent model for this project was a young girl of 10 years.
The modified design was made to her specs and she was able to wear the hand without much difficulty.
She was able to use the hand to its full capabilities, but the only blatant concern was the interaction
between the ball and the socket. It tends to make a grinding sound when in motion, so it would be
beneficial to apply a coat of some type of lubricant that allows that interaction to go more smoothly. The
expectation is that once the necessary changes are made, they can hit the market and hopefully be useful
to the many children who need it.
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APPENDIX B: DRAWINGS

FIGURE 1: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC FINGER TIP. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. SCALE THE
NUMBERS UP BY 1.24 TO GET THE DIMENSIONS OF THE MODIFIED DESIGN
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FIGURE 2: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC FINGER PIN. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. SCALE THE
NUMBERS UP BY 1.24 TO GET THE DIMENSIONS OF THE MODIFIED DESIGN
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FIGURE 3: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC THUMB PIN. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. SCALE THE
NUMBERS UP BY 1.24 TO GET THE DIMENSIONS OF THE MODIFIED DESIGN
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FIGURE 4: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC PROXIMAL PHALANX. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. SCALE
THE NUMBERS UP BY 1.24 TO GET THE DIMENSIONS OF THE MODIFIED DESIGN
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FIGURE 5: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC KNUCKLE PIN. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. SCALE THE
NUMBERS UP BY 1.24 TO GET THE DIMENSIONS OF THE MODIFIED DESIGN
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FIGURE 6: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC PALM. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. PLEASE VIEW THE
OFFICIAL ASSEMBLY DESIGN TO SEE THE MODIFIED PALM DESIGN.
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FIGURE 7: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC WRIST PIN. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. THIS ITEM IS NOT
INCLUDED IN THE NEW DESIGN, AS IT WAS REPLACED BY THE BALL AND SOCKET ADDITIONS.
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FIGURE 8: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC WRIST CAP. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. THIS ITEM IS NOT
INCLUDED IN THE NEW DESIGN, AS IT IS REPLACED BY THE BALL AND SOCKET ADDITION.
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FIGURE 9: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC GAUNTLET. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. PLEASE VIEW THE
OFFICIAL ASSEMBLY DRAWING TO SEE THE FINAL MODIFICATIONS ON THIS PART.
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FIGURE 10: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC TENSIONER PIN. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. SCALE THE
NUMBERS UP BY 1.24 TO GET THE DIMENSIONS OF THE MODIFIED DESIGN
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FIGURE 11: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC TENSIONER. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. SCALE THE
NUMBERS UP BY 1.24 TO GET THE DIMENSIONS OF THE MODIFIED DESIGN
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FIGURE 12: DRAWING OF THE ORIGINAL DESIGN OF THE PROSTHETIC RETENTION CLIP. PRODUCED BY E-NABLE. SCALE THE
NUMBERS UP BY 1.24 TO GET THE DIMENSIONS OF THE MODIFIED DESIGN
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FIGURE 13: THE OFFICIAL ASSEMBLY OF THE BALL AND SOCKET JOINT

Note: Because the original files were .stl files, they had to be transformed into part files in order to be
modified. The transition from an .stl file to a part file meant that the original design was spliced into
thousands of triangles. Because of that, the palm and gauntlet cannot be seen accurately. The only part of
the drawing that comes out visibly is the socket, which is the part that I modified. Another issue with
this drawing, is that the units for the design were extremely large, so any values need to be multiplied
by .001 to get the proper units in mm. This was the same thing that had to happen in order to print the
hand components at the right size. In order to get the more accurate numbers on what exactly was
modified, please view the calculations in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX C: PARTS LIST
Item

Material

Brand

Quantity

Finger Tip

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

5

Proximal

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

5

Finger Pin

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

5

Knuckle Pin

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

2

Thumb Pin

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

1

Palm

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

1

Gauntlet

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

1

Tensioner

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

1

Tensioner Pin

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

5

Retention Clip

ABSplus-P430

Stratasys

1

Elastic Cord

Fabric Elastic

Beadalon

1 roll

Fishing Line

Super Dyneema Braided

MagicShield

1 roll

Velcro Straps

Velcro

Country Brook

1 roll

Foam Pads

Adhesive latex-free synthetic rubber

Jaybird and Mais

1 roll

Socket Screws

8-32x1

Ace Hardware

5
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APPENDIX D: BUDGET
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APPENDIX E: SCHEDULE
Task Description
#

Time: Time: Jan Jan
Est. Actual 4-6 9-13

1

Calculations

24 hrs

18 hrs

1.A

Check Calcs

24 hrs

18 hrs

Gauntlet

18 hrs

31 hrs

2.A

Modify side
attachment
design

5 hrs

3 hrs

2.B

Design
socket

5 hrs

28 hrs

2.C

Modify
tensioner slot

3 hrs

0 hrs

Body

10 hrs

13 hrs

3.A

Design ball

5 hrs

13 hrs

3.B

Modify
fishing line
slots

5 hrs

0 hrs

4

Materials

30
mins

15
mins

4.A

Order
Materials

30
mins

15
mins

2

3

Jan
Jan
16-20 23-27

Jan 30
-Feb 3

Feb
6-10

Feb
Feb
13-17 20-24

Feb 27Mar 3

Mar Comments
6-10
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Tensioner

Task Description
#
5.A

3 hrs

0 hrs

Time: Time: Jan Jan
Est. Actual 4-6 9-13

Modify
Tensioner

3 hrs

0 hrs

Print

14 hrs

29 hrs

6.A

Print
assembly

12 hrs

24 hrs

6.B

Remove
support
material

2 hrs

5 hrs

7

Full assembly

1:57

8:20

7.A

Attach fingers

30
mins

5 mins

7.B

Attach
gauntlet

1 min

0 min

7.C

Attach
tensioner

30
mins

5 sec

7.D

Attach fishing
line

30
mins

6 hrs

7.E

Attach
padding

15
mins

45 min

6

E-Nable

Jan
Jan
16-20 23-27

Jan 30
-Feb 3

Feb
6-10

Feb
Feb
13-17 20-24

Feb 27Mar 3

Mar Comments
6-10
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Task Description
#

Time: Time: Jan Jan
Est. Actual 4-6 9-13

7.F

Attach velcro
strips

10
mins

1.5 hr

7.G

Attach finger
grips

1 min

0 hr

Jan
Jan
16-20 23-27

Jan 30
-Feb 3

Feb
6-10

Feb
Feb
13-17 20-24

Feb 27Mar 3

E-Nable

Mar Comments
6-10
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APPENDIX F: EXPERTISE AND RESOURCES
•

Ted Bramble is a lecturer for the Mechanical Engineering Technology Department at Central
Washington University and teaches courses such as:
o Basic Machining
o Three-Dimensional Modeling
o CAD/CAM Design and Modeling
His experience with the SolidWorks software was invaluable to getting my senior project
finished by helping me work out mate issues and other complications.

•

Andrew Kastning is a senior in the Mechanical Engineering Technology Department at Central
Washington University and a student employee for the whole Engineering Technology, Safety,
and Construction Department. His work experience includes:
o Machine shop assistant
o 3-D printing with the Catalyst Software
His experience with the 3-D printer has helped me make sure the printing process of the
prosthetic device went smoothly and efficiently.
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APPENDIX G: EVALUATION SHEET
Test 1: Planar Motion Analysis
Original
Modified
Internal
External
Internal
External
Flexion Extension
Flexion Extension
Rotation Rotation
Rotation Rotation
(Degrees) (Degrees)
(Degrees) (Degrees)
(Degrees) (Degrees)
(Degrees) (Degrees)

Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
AVG

Test 2: Grip Strength
Trial #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Original Design Strength
(lbf)
1.23
1.21
1.22
1.21
1.24
1.21
1.23
1.25
1.21
1.22

Modified Design Strength
(lbf)
1.18
1.19
1.19
1.21
1.18
1.18
1.20
1.17
1.20
1.20
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APPENDIX H: TESTING DATA
Test 1: Planar Motion Analysis

Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
AVG

Original
Modified
Internal
External
Internal
External
Flexion Extension
Flexion Extension
Rotation Rotation
Rotation Rotation
(Degrees) (Degrees)
(Degrees) (Degrees)
(Degrees) (Degrees)
(Degrees) (Degrees)
3
4
164
49
19
30
41
48
4
5
165
50
20
28
36
49
3
4
167
51
21
30
41
50
4
4
166
49
20
30
44
51
3
5
166
48
20
29
36
49
2
5
165
50
19
30
37
51
3
5
165
49
20
30
39
49
3
4
165
49
20
29
40
51
3
5
164
49
20
30
41
51
3
5
164
49
19
30
39
51
3

5

165

49

20

30

39

50
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Range of Movement in Wrist
180
160

Degrees of Movement

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Number of trials
Internal Rotation

External Rotation

Flexion

Extension

Internal Rotation

External Rotation

Flexion

Extension

Test 2: Grip Strength
Trial #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Original Design Strength
(lbf)
1.23
1.21
1.22
1.21
1.24
1.21
1.23
1.25
1.21
1.22

Modified Design Strength
(lbf)
1.18
1.19
1.19
1.21
1.18
1.18
1.20
1.17
1.20
1.20
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Grip Force
1.26

Force (lbf)

1.24
1.22
1.20
1.18
1.16
1.14
1.12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Trial #
Original Design Strength

Modified Design Strength
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APPENDIX I: TESTING REPORT
Test 1: Planar Motion Analysis

INTRODUCTION

The Raptor Reloaded prosthetic hand was modified with the intention that it could allow
more degrees of freedom in the wrist without sacrificing grip strength. It is expected to be more
adaptable in its mounting capabilities as well. In regards to the to the degrees of freedom, it
should be capable of an extension of 70 degrees and a flexion of 75 degrees, as well as an internal
rotation (pronation) of 20 degrees and an external rotation (supination) of 30 degrees about the
longitudinal axis in transverse plane of the wrist. The transverse plane will be the cross-section of
the wrist and the longitudinal axis is one that goes straight through that cross-section. All motion
references are assumed to be in anatomical position.

These requirements are what is considered normal range of movement for a fully functional
wrist. The motion of the wrist should not exceed the mentioned requirements as it demonstrates
a hyperextension/flexion/rotation of the natural capabilities. It is predicted that the modified
design will be able to achieve the desired rotational motions within 3 degrees of its maximum
value. However, due to design limitations, the motions achieved for flexion will most likely be
around 20 degrees off of normal human function. To test the reliability of the motion, the hand
will be subjected to the pre-mentioned movements for 10 trials each motion. The duration of this
testing is anticipated to take roughly an hour to complete (please see gantt chart in appendix as a
reference).
METHOD/APPROACH

Testing of the necessary motions does not require many outside sources. It can be
completed with 1 to 2 people as there only needs to be someone to position the prosthetic and
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measure the degree of motion while another can record the reported valued. This can be
conducted at any location, at any time, and without any extra expense. Data recording will consist
of a table with the testable motions, their maximum range of motion, and space to allow for actual
recorded values over the course of 10 trials. Measurements will be determined by a line that is
drawn over the lines of actions (the longitudinal axis) associated with each motion as the angle
changes from rest as recorded by a protractor. The only limitations to the test would be how the
wear on the material through frictional forces will hold up after extended movement. The
accuracy of the test will show based on how many times the movement will perfectly match the
listed values for normal range of motion. The precision of the prosthetic will be determined by
how often it can reach the value it produced over time, whether that be the accurate value or one
that is not. Graphs will then be made from the recorded values to see how motion of the
prosthetic varies over usage time.
TEST PROCEDURE

For this test, the prosthetic hand will undergo extension/flexion of the wrist along with
internal and external rotation wrist, resulting in 4 different types of motion. According to
anatomical position, the motions will occur in the sagittal (the plane that separate the body in to
left and right halves) and transverse plane respectively. Testing will take place on Tuesday, April
11, 2017, from 9-10pm at the 1891 Bistro at Central Washington University. In order to complete
this test, a protractor, a marker, and a computer for data entry will be necessary. The test will be
conducted as follows:
Step 1: Take a marker and mark a line on the prosthetic hand on the locations where the line of
action for each motion will occur.
Step 2: Set a neutral point for the prosthetic orientation at “rest”. This will become the origin
reference point for motional analysis.
Step 3: Starting with extension, place the protractors center on the origin of the wrist joint.
Step 4: Rotate the wrist towards to posterior side of the frontal plane until it reached its
maximum.
Step 5: Record the value.
Step 6: Allow the hand to return to rest position.
Step 7: Repeat steps 4-6 until all 10 data points are recorded.
Step 8: For Flexion, repeat steps 3-7, only rotate the wrist to the anterior side of the frontal plane
until it reached its maximum.
Step 9: For Internal rotation, mark an origin point on the palm.
Step 10: Place the prosthetic hand flat on the table.
Step 11: Rotate the wrist internally until it reaches its maximum.
Step 12: Take the protractor and measure the angle of the rotated hand as the protractor lines up
with the origin made on the palm.
Step 13: Record the value.
Step 14: Allow hand to return to the rest position.
Step 15: Repeat steps 10-14 until all 10 data points are recorded.
Step 16: For external rotation, repeat steps, 10-15, only with the wrist rotating externally instead.
Step 17: Turn recorded values into usable graphs.
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When conducting this experiment, one should be aware of possible safety factors. If the
testing is done while attached to a body, then concern for excessive movement of any joint beyond
what is considered normal should be taken care off. Hyperextension/flexion/rotation could result
in muscle sprains. If the testing is conducted without being attached to a body, then any kickback
from extended motion of the prosthetic should be regarded carefully. This could result in bruising
(depending on how hard the kickback was) or cuts (if the edges were to rough when it made
contact with skin).
DELIVERABLES

The deliverables of this test should be a spreadsheet of recorded values, graphs of each
motion over extended trials, and calculated values on accuracy and precision of the actual data in
comparison to the values listed for normal range of motion. The success of the test will be based
on how low the percentages of deviation from the expected values will be. The results of this test
should be able to show how closely the mechanical functions of the new prosthetic design mimics
the mechanics of a fully functioning hand. The main goal of designing prosthesis is always to bring
back the same functionality of any natural body part.
DATA

As the test was conducted the following data was measured. Note that all the data colored in
green means that the results met the goals and everything in red means that the results did not
meet the goals of the test.

Table 1: Range of Motion for the original and modified designs

Original Design (0)
Trial

AVG

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Modified Design (1)

Internal
Rotation

External
Rotation

Flexion

Extension

3
4
3
4
3
2
3
3
3
3
3

4
5
4
4
5
5
5
4
5
5
5

164
165
167
166
166
165
165
165
164
164
165

49
50
51
49
48
50
49
49
49
49
49

Internal
Rotation
19
20
21
20
20
19
20
20
20
19
20

External
Rotation
30
28
30
30
29
30
30
29
30
30
30

Flexion

Extension

41
36
41
44
36
37
39
40
41
39
39

48
49
50
51
49
51
49
51
51
51
50
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TABLE 2: GRAPH OF THE MEASURES RESULT

Test Motion
#
A.1
A.2
A.3
A.4
A.5
A.6
A.7
A.8
A.9
A.10
B.1
B.2
B.3
B.4
B.5

Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Extension
Flexion
Flexion
Flexion
Flexion
Flexion

Normal
Max
Degrees
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
75
70
70
70
70
70

Normal
Min
Degrees
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55
55

50
50
50
50
50

Actual
% of
Value
Actual
Degrees
48
49
50
51
49
51
49
51
51
51
41
36
41
44
36

64
65
67
68
65
68
65
68
68
68
59
51
59
63
51
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B.6
B.7
B.8
B.9
B.10

Flexion
Flexion
Flexion
Flexion
Flexion

70
70
70
70
70

50
50
50
50
50

C.1
C.2
C.3
C.4
C.5
C.6
C.7
C.8
C.9
C.10
D.1
D.2
D.3
D.4
D.5
D.6
D.7
D.8
D.9
D.10

Internal Rotation
Internal Rotation
Internal Rotation
Internal Rotation
Internal Rotation
Internal Rotation
Internal Rotation
Internal Rotation
Internal Rotation
Internal Rotation
External Rotation
External Rotation
External Rotation
External Rotation
External Rotation
External Rotation
External Rotation
External Rotation
External Rotation
External Rotation

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

17

Test Motion
#

Normal
Max
Degrees

Normal
Min
Degrees
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27

37
39
40
41
39

53
56
57
59
56

19
20
21
20
20
19
20
20
20
19
30
28
30
30
29
30
30
29
30
30

95
100
105
100
100
95
100
100
100
95
100
93
100
100
97
100
100
97
100
100

E-Nable

Actual
% of
Value
Actual
Degrees

RESULTS

When compared to the projected goals, the modification on the new design met all the
requirements necessary for internal and external rotation. As was shown in the tables above, the
recorded data was on average 100% accurate, with the lowest deviation being 93% of the
necessary motion. Even that 93% was well within the design parameters. Although the recorded
data for flexion and extension did not meet the requirements for normal human function, it still is
able to accomplish what is required of the design. As was mentioned before, one of the
requirements of the new design is to include rotation of the wrist without sacrificing grip strength.
The grip strength of the hand is directly related to the extension of the wrist. Therefore, the
modified design should have an extension angle of equal or greater value than the original design.
The average extension angle of the modified design was 1 degree larger than the original design,
meaning in theory the grip strength should be equal or greater than the original design. The
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variance in the measurements were more pronounced in the modified design, because the device
had a tendency to want to rotate when attempting to measure linear motion, so there was issues
in keeping the device straight when measuring. However, the measurements stayed well within a
specific range to get a decent reading on what the device is capable of.
CONCLUSION

Based on the design requirements of having a modified prosthetic with more degrees of
freedom without sacrificing grip strength, the modified design succeeded. The only ways in which
the design did not accomplish desirable factors is when it is compared to normal human function.
The reason the hand was unable to meet the requirements for flexion and extension in that regard,
has to do with the design of the prosthetic. In order for full functionality on that aspect a
prosthetic will have to act as a flexible, but sturdy sleeve that directly mimics human hand
aesthetics.
APPENDIX:

Procedure Checklist:

Check Step Task
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Take a marker and mark a line on the prosthetic hand on the
locations where the line of action for each motion will occur.
Set a neutral point for the prosthetic orientation at “rest”.
Place the protractors center on the origin of the wrist joint.
Rotate the wrist towards to posterior side of the frontal plane until
it reached its maximum.
Record the value.
Allow the hand to return to rest position.
Repeat steps 4-6 until all 10 data points are recorded.
Set a neutral point for the prosthetic orientation at “rest”.
Place the protractors center on the origin of the wrist joint.
Rotate the wrist towards to anterior side of the frontal plane until it
reached its maximum.
Record the value.
Allow the hand to return to rest position.
Repeat steps 10-12 until all 50 data points are recorded.
Set origin on the palm
Place hand flat on table and line up protractor with origin
Rotate the wrist internally until it reaches its maximum.
Take the protractor and measure the angle of the sketched line
Record the value.
Allow hand to return to the rest position.
Repeat steps 15-19 until all 10 data points are recorded.
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Place the attached compass over a sheet of paper.
Rotate the wrist externally until it reaches its maximum.
Take the protractor and measure the angle of the sketched line
Record the value.
Allow hand to return to the rest position.
Repeat steps 16-19 until all 50 data points are recorded.
Turn recorded values into usable graphs.
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Gantt Chart: Tuesday, April 11, 2017

Task Task
#
1
Take a marker and mark a line on the
prosthetic hand on the locations where the
line of action for each motion will occur.
2
Set a neutral point for the prosthetic
orientation at “rest”.
3
Place the protractors center on the origin of
the wrist joint.
4
Rotate the wrist towards to posterior side of
the frontal plane until it reached its
maximum.
5
Record the value.
6
Allow the hand to return to rest position.
7
Repeat steps 4-6 until all 10 data points are
recorded.
8
Set a neutral point for the prosthetic
orientation at “rest”.
9
Place the protractors center on the origin of
the wrist joint.
10
Rotate the wrist towards to anterior side of
the frontal plane until it reached its
maximum.
11
Record the value.
12
Allow the hand to return to rest position.
13
Repeat steps 10-12 until all 10 data points are
recorded.
14
Set origin on palm

Est.
Time
4 mins

Act.
Time
2.5 mins

2 sec

5 sec

2 sec

4 sec

1 sec

7 sec
2 sec
10 mins

1 sec

1 sec

2 sec
5 sec
2 sec
7.5 min
2 sec

10:10
pm

1 sec

5 sec
2 sec
7.5 min
2 sec

9:00 9:10 9:20 9:30 9:40 9:50 10:00
pm
pm pm pm
pm pm pm

5 sec
3 sec

6 sec
3 sec
10 min
2 sec
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Test 2: Grip Strength

INTRODUCTION

The main purpose of creating any prosthetic is to give the person involved a chance at
having the typical capabilities of normal biological functions. Hand prosthetics are typically made
to allow people the ability to grip objects. At this level of design, the grip strength can be counted
as a success if it can hold a ball or a can of soda. That means that the grip ideally could hold .75 lbs
at the least. It is predicted that the hand would be able to support up to 1 lb. To test the grip
capabilities, the force of the fingers on a scale at maximum wrist flexion will be analyzed. The
hand will do this over 10 trials and will be compared to the original design as it is subjected to
the same test. The duration of this testing is anticipated to take roughly an hour to complete
(please see Gantt chart in appendix as a reference).
METHOD/APPROACH

For this test a block, scale, and a way to record data is needed. The grip strength was
originally going to be measured by a hand-held dynamometer, but the scale was much larger than
what the grip of the prosthetic can exert. Therefore, the scale approach was used instead. Since it
is the flexion of the hand that determines the strength of the fingers, this set up was meant to
allow for maximum flexion of the wrist in order to accomplish the task. This test can be
conducted at any location as long as there is a flat surface to test on. The limitation of the test is
the measurement of maximum grip range, since the hand is not capable of making a complete fist
in this setup. However, it closely measure the amount of force it would be able to take in order to
get there. The accuracy of the test will be measured based on how well it met my predicted value.
The precision of the prosthetic will be determined by how consistently it reached the same grip
strength value over time. The gathered data will then be presented graphically.
TEST PROCEDURE

The test will take place on Wednesday, May 21, 2017, from 4-5pm at the Thermo/Fluids lab
in Hogue Hall at Central Washington University. A table was selected and set up with a scale and a
block that is a quarter of an inch taller than the scale. Both the original and modified prosthetic
hands were present for testing as well. A pad of paper with a table sketched out for all 10 trials is
created and ready for data collection. The test will be conducted as follows:
Step 1: Take the original hand and place the palm on the block next to the scale
Step 2: Allow the fingers of the prosthetic to rest on the scale and zero out the scale
Step 3: Grip the palm in one hand and the gauntlet in the other
Step 4: Slowly apply force to the gauntlet until it flexes to its maximum point
Step 5: Record the value presented on the scale
Step 6: Allow the hand to return to rest position
Step 7: Repeat steps 4-6 until all 10 data points are recorded
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Step 8: Remove the hand from the block and replace it with the modified prosthetic
Step 9: Repeat steps 2-7 for the modified prosthetic design
Step 10: Turn recorded values into usable graphs.

When conducting this experiment, one should be aware of possible safety factors. If the
prosthetic is forced to flex beyond its capabilities, the device can snap. When the device snaps,
flying parts or sharp edges can damage the skin if exposed.
DELIVERABLES

The deliverables of this test should be a spreadsheet of recorded values, graphs of the grip
on each hand over extended trials, and calculated values on accuracy and precision of the actual
data in comparison to the values listed for normal range of motion. The success of the test will be
based on how low the percentages of deviation from the expected values will be. The results of
this test should be able to show how closely the grip strength of the modified hand matches the
grip strength of the original design.
DATA
As the test was conducted the following data was measured. Note that all the data colored in green
means that the results met the goals and everything in red means that the results did not meet the goals of the
test.
Table 3: Grip strength of the original and modified prosthetics in lbf

Trial #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Original Design Strength
1.23
1.21
1.22
1.21
1.24
1.21
1.23
1.25
1.21
1.22

Modified Design Strength
1.18
1.19
1.19
1.21
1.18
1.18
1.20
1.17
1.20
1.20
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TABLE 4: GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE DATA IN TABLE 1

Grip Force
1.26

Force (lbf)

1.24
1.22
1.20
1.18
1.16
1.14
1.12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Trial #
Original Design Strength

Modified Design Strength

RESULTS

The grip strength test showed that the modified design at its maximum difference had a
strength of .07 lbf less than the original design and at its best was roughly equal to the original
design strength at about 1.21 lbf. The difference in strength capability was due to the interference
of the socket and the gauntlet limiting its range of motion. Although, the grip force was slightly less
than the original design capabilities, it still passed the original expectations of 1 lb.
CONCLUSION

Based on the values presented in this test, the modified prosthetic hand would definitely
have the capability of holding a ball or a can of soda. In fact it could hold nearly 1.75 cans of soda.
Even though the performance of the modified design was less than the original, the difference was
not extreme. In this case the user would have to determine what is more important to them.
Would they rather be able to hold slightly heavier objects or would they rather be able to fully
rotate their wrist?
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APPENDIX:

Procedure Checklist:

Check Step Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

Take the original hand and place the palm on the block next to
the scale
Allow the fingers of the prosthetic to rest on the scale and zero
out the scale
Grip the palm in one hand and the gauntlet in the other
Slowly apply force to the gauntlet until it flexes to its maximum
point
Record the value presented on the scale
Allow the hand to return to rest position
Repeat steps 4-6 until all 10 data points are recorded
Remove the hand from the block and replace it with the
modified prosthetic
Repeat steps 2-7 for the modified prosthetic design
Turn recorded values into usable graphs.
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Gantt Chart: Wednesday, May 21, 2017

Task Task
#
1
Take the original hand and place the palm on
the block next to the scale
2
Allow the fingers of the prosthetic to rest on
the scale and zero out the scale
3
Grip the palm in one hand and the gauntlet in
the other
4
Slowly apply force to the gauntlet until it
flexes to its maximum point
5
Record the value presented on the scale
6
Allow the hand to return to rest position
7
Repeat steps 4-6 until all 10 data points are
recorded
8
Remove the hand from the block and replace
it with the modified prosthetic
9
Repeat steps 2-7 for the modified prosthetic
design
10
Turn recorded values into usable graphs.

Est.
Time
2 sec

Act.
Time
2 sec

2 sec

1 sec

1 sec
5 sec

2 sec
2 sec
1.5 min
2 sec

2 min

30 min

4:00 4:05 4:10 4:15 4:20 4:25 4:30
pm
pm pm pm
pm pm pm

4:35
pm

1 sec
3 sec

4 sec
1 sec
3 min
5 sec

5 min

40 min
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